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Abstract
The aim of this research is to introduce collaborative learning facilitated by Quizlet as an
effective, collaborative, engaging and interactive vocabulary learning tool. Based on that, a
quantitative study guided by a pre-experimental research design was used. The study included
31 graduate students from an Ecuadorian university. The instruments used to collect the data
included a vocabulary test, the Cambridge reading comprehension KET test, and a survey.
The data from the pre- and post-tests were analyzed through a paired sample t-test analysis of
the variable to compare the mean of student’s performance. The outcomes of the study
revealed that both, knowledge of vocabulary and reading comprehension, were increased,
which indicated that the development of vocabulary knowledge and reading comprehension
go together. This article provides EFL language teachers and students with an effective tool to
create a language learning environment that fosters scaffolding, collaboration, interaction, and
active participation. The results also demonstrated that the use of Quizlet positively impacts
students’ attitudes and perspectives to learn vocabulary.

Keywords: Quizlet, vocabulary acquisition, reading comprehension, English as a
Foreign Language, collaborative learning
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Resumen
El objetivo de esta investigación es introducir aprendizaje colaborativo facilitado por Quizlet
como una herramienta de aprendizaje de vocabulario efectiva, colaborativa, atractiva e
interactiva. En base a eso, se utilizó un estudio cuantitativo guiado por un diseño de
investigación pre-experimental. El estudio incluyó a 31 estudiantes de postgrado de una
universidad ecuatoriana. Los instrumentos utilizados para recolectar los datos incluyeron una
prueba de vocabulario, la prueba KET de comprensión lectora de Cambridge y una encuesta.
Los datos de las pruebas previas y posteriores se analizaron mediante un análisis t de las
variables para comparar la media del rendimiento de los estudiantes. Los resultados del
estudio revelaron que tanto el conocimiento de vocabulario como la comprensión lectora
aumentaron, lo que indica que el desarrollo de vocabulario y la comprensión lectora van de la
mano. Este artículo proporciona a los profesores y estudiantes de idiomas extranjeros una
herramienta eficaz para crear un entorno de aprendizaje que fomente el soporte, la
colaboración, la interacción y la participación. Los resultados también demostraron que el uso
de Quizlet impacta positivamente las actitudes y perspectivas de los estudiantes para aprender
vocabulario.

Palabras clave: Quizlet, adquisición de vocabulario, comprensión lectora, inglés como
idioma extranjero, aprendizaje colaborativo

COLLABORATIVE LEARNING
Collaborative Learning Facilitated by Quizlet to Improve Vocabulary Acquisition and
Reading Comprehension
Technology has provoked a significant change in the educational field around the
world in the last few years since it has provided a wide variety of e-tools that support the
teaching-learning processes to make them more efficient and meaningful to learners (Bates &
Snagrá, 2011). According to Schacter (1999), the relationship between educational technology
and students’ achievement is an important one. The study he carried out showed that
incorporating technology into classrooms increased students’ test scores considerably,
including standardized and national exams. Moreover, Costley (2014) claimed that technology
has a positive effect on students’ learning expectations and outcomes, benefiting learners not
only by increasing motivation, participation, collaboration, confidence, and technology skills,
but also by providing them with more opportunities for learning at all levels. Since English is
one of the most important languages for global communication, and the most useful in terms
of accessing information (Graddol, 1997), Ecuadorian students as many other students around
the world, can greatly benefit from studying English as part of their education.
Researchers and practitioners have increasingly been turning their attention to
vocabulary, its importance and relation to language learning. For example, Elgort (2018)
stated that vocabulary knowledge is a critical component in communicative competence and
acquisition of language proficiency. Moreover, scholars have emphasized the relationship
between vocabulary knowledge and language use: knowledge of vocabulary enables language
use and, conversely, language use leads to an increase in vocabulary knowledge (Nation,
2015; Thornbury, 2006).
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Problem
According to Gordón (2015) and Education First (2018), Ecuadorian students in general
have a low level of proficiency in English. The Educational First’s report (2018) indicated that
Ecuadorian students are ranked 65th out of 68 countries assessed worldwide. The Council of
Europe (2001), the organization in charge of developing the scales of the CEFR, categorizes
language proficiency in six levels: A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, and C2. Proficiency at the lowest level
A1, describes a user in terms of communicating minimally, usually with the help of the
interlocutor while the C2 level user is capable of communicating with the same sophistication
and ease of native speakers.
The participants of this study come from school system whose performance in English
has not had desirable outcomes based on the expectation that Ecuador envisioned when in
1992, the Cradle project was put into effect (Haboud, 2009). The CRADLE project was an
agreement that the Ecuadorian government made with the British Council to improve their
teaching and learning methodologies and recourses. In fact, national assessments conducted in
2009 and 2011, revealed that the average score in English that students in the high school got
was 13 out of 20 points. In addition, the teachers assessed in the same processed reached an
average proficiency level of CEFR A2.
Currently, universities in Ecuador require undergraduates to demonstrate a proficiency
level in English of CEFR B1 to be able to graduate from university (Consejo de Educación
Superior, 2019). Later in the same article, it is stipulated that graduate programs will adhere to
the specific demands of the field in which the program operates. It can be speculated that at
this level of education, the expected level of proficiency to be reached by master and doctoral
students will be above the one expected for undergraduate students.
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The relevance and pertinence for learning English at all levels of education that the
world of the 21st century requires according to Graddol and English (1997) make it a
reasonable decision for scholars to take an interest in arming students with communicative
skills in English to be up to the new challenges. For school teachers and college instructors,
the current situation presents itself as a valuable opportunity to implement programs informed
by theory and supported by research. Such is the case of this study whose purpose aims to
increase the repertoire of words in English through the use of Quizlet with a direct impact on
reading comprehension. The research questions that this study seeks to answer are the
following:
● To what extent does collaborative learning facilitated by Quizlet improve A1
students’ vocabulary?
● To what extent does collaborative learning facilitated by Quizlet improve reading
comprehension?
● What are students’ perspectives towards Quizlet as a vocabulary-learning tool?
Literature Review
The literature review that follows aims at presenting the concepts and definitions related
to this study, accompanied by important empirical and theory-based advances that have been
accomplished in the areas of vocabulary acquisition and the effect that this has on reading
comprehension. Also, the role that technology plays in education is explored, especially in
English teaching. And because Quizlet is the piece of technology that was used in this study,
its nature, characteristics and classroom application are also described. Finally, various studies
connected with vocabulary and reading comprehension in technology-rich environments are
presented.
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Vocabulary
It is commonly accepted that learning a second language involves acquiring vocabulary.
All languages are composed of several systems of knowledge: the grammatical, lexical and
phonological, cultural, and others (Saville-Troike, 2012). Of these systems, vocabulary seems
to have a more predominant role in communication, which is not the same as saying that it is
sufficient for effective communication. Webb and Nation (2017) claimed that words are the
essential blocks of language. Indeed, words play a central role to listening, speaking, reading,
and writing, and because of this, they have become an essential part of nearly every aspect of
our lives.
Schmitt and Schmitt (2009) stated that vocabulary refers not only to the knowledge of a
word but also to the explanation of their meanings. In addition to that, a word is considered a
sound or a combination of several sounds that communicate an idea represented by codes in
written or spoken form (Rasouli & Jafari, 2016). Therefore, knowing what a word means goes
beyond a definition; it means being able to pronounce it and recognize its pronunciation. The
second aspect is its meaning, or in other words how the concepts relate to the referent and the
associations of each other. In the third place is the lexical functions of the word. These aspects
make it possible for the learner to make connections with their previous knowledge, which as
a result, turn the process of learning more meaningful and more effective (Nation, 2001).
O’G’Li and Akramovna (2019) argued that students can learn vocabulary more effectively
when pronunciation, meaning, and lexical functions are part of the vocabulary learning
strategies used.
Five aspects need to be taken into account for word knowledge development (Nagy &
Scott, 2000). These aspects are (a) incrementality, the idea that as one encounters the same
word several times, one’s knowledge of the word increases, that is, its mental representation
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deepens in the memory; (b) Polysemy, the condition in which words have more than one
meaning, and these meanings vary based on purpose and context; (c) interrelatedness, the type
of knowledge that involves how one word interacts with other words, which allows to
differentiate homonyms, for example: wise man versus a wise guy; (d) multidimensionality,
related to incrementality in the sense that the more knowledge of a word is accumulated
through repeated exposure, the more layers of linguistic knowledge are added (semantic and
morphological relations for example); (e) heterogeneity, which tells us that not all words are
useful, and so not all words bear the same importance for being learned first. In this sense,
from the moment students encounter words until they can use these words automatically, the
vocabulary goes from passive to active (Nation, 2001).
Tomlinson (2014) pointed out that vocabulary supports the reading process, when he
stated reading involves complex and simultaneous mental processes. It involves the
connection among visual decoding of signs, sounds, the literal meaning of words, the
interpretation of the writer's ideas, the relation of the new reading to previous readings, and to
our previous world knowledge; visualization, and involvement in an inner dialogue with
ourselves.
Vocabulary in Reading Comprehension
Most researchers recognize the direct correlation between vocabulary and reading
comprehension (Deng & Trainin, 2015; Hedgcock & Ferris, 2009; Hunt & Beglar, 2005;
Ouellette, 2006; Wagner & Meros, 2010). This relationship is a complex one, and it is better
explained via its three hypotheses: the general aptitude hypothesis, the metalinguistic
hypothesis and the instrumental hypothesis. The general aptitude hypothesis indicates that
verbal ability is central to the acquisition of vocabulary and the capacity to understand the
world. One key aspect of general aptitude is how easily a person can remember and retrieve a
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word. The metalinguistic hypothesis indicates that how humans perceive language contributes
or diminishes how they make sense of what they read. The last hypothesis, the instrumental
one, signals that simply knowing a lot of vocabulary increases the chances of understanding
what learners read (Anderson & Freebody, 1981).
It is also worth mentioning that much of the interest in vocabulary learning is dedicated
to the processes involved in it (Laufer & Hulstijn, 2001; Webb & Nation, 2017). Although
several researchers like Deng and Trainin (2015), Elgort (2018), and Rasouli and Jafari (2016)
suggested that vocabulary learning is produced by a combination of incidental vocabulary
learning, that is, words acquired from context (i.e. extensive reading) with no deliberate
intention. On the other hand, intentional vocabulary learning refers to the conscious and
deliberate effort to learn words. Like Nation (2001), others have pointed out the limitations of
incidental learning for L2 learners because of the limited knowledge of vocabulary being
insufficient for this incidental learning to occur.
Researchers such as Hatch and Brown (1995) supported that increasing vocabulary
knowledge is directly related to the students’ effort and needs. These factors act as
motivational resources to achieve vocabulary mastery. Hudson (2010) and Takač (2008)
recommended that low-level learners take an intentional approach to learning vocabulary. In
this sense, interventions that involve strategies, tasks and tools to explicitly learn vocabulary
are put in place to assist in developing lexical knowledge and reading comprehension.
Nation (2013) and Day (2015) stated that when reading, learners should evaluate the
number of words they can recognize (passive vocabulary) to be able to understand the text
being read. Nation (2001) advised that a text should have no more than five unknown words
every one hundred; more than this cripples comprehension and reading becomes frustrating.
The implication from this rationale is that whenever a reading program is thought out for
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second or foreign language learners, it is a good idea to select texts that have been graded
based on language proficiency.
Technology in Education
The development of hardware and software for educational purposes allows educators to
use them to benefit themselves and their students (Bates & Sangra 2011). There are many
technological resources of completely different nature that pioneering teachers have used
throughout history that are free of charge and easy to use in classroom activities (Basheer,
2013).
Today, the rapid rise of software and technologies for teaching and learning presents a
tremendous opportunity for educators to design courses that engage students in learning a
language. In the EFL/ESL classroom, it is desirable to expose learners to opportunities that are
enhanced thanks to the possibilities of language learning technology. Esteves and Rong
(2010) proposed that language-learning apps favor the participation, reflection, and
collaboration of students. In addition, because of multimedia possibilities, they allow learners
to practice more than one skill at once.
Learning tools, accessible through a web environment, allow teachers to advance the
knowledge required of learners to be able to develop their language skills (e.g. reading
comprehension, and speaking). Additionally, technology-enhanced learning tools offer higher
education institutions the advantage of "creating more flexible learning environments; the
elimination of physical spaces [...] creating scenarios and interactive environments without
time and space barriers; promoting both independent learning and collaborative learning; they
offer new possibilities for guidance and mentoring" (Almenara, 2005, p. 80).
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Quizlet
Although there are a lot of e-tools to help learners increment their vocabulary such as
online dictionaries, word games, audiobooks, videos, and e-books, among others, Quizlet has
gained an important space in the last decade (Anjaniputra & Salsabila, 2018). Quizlet is a
digital flashcard application that allows learners to enhance the experience of learning
vocabulary with traditional paper flashcards (Ashcroft & Imrie, 2014) through an attractive
and easy-to-use interface. Barr (2016) described Quizlet as having
the ability to rapidly create flashcards with pictures and audio, the ability to access the
application on a computer or smartphone, the ability to automatically rearrange
flashcards to avoid serial learning, or memorizing the order, and the ability to interact
with the cards using a variety of study and game modes (p. 39).
Quizlet provides students with various activities that they can use to review, practice
and assess their knowledge, helping students to take control of their own learning through
motivational and meaningful experiences using technology acceptance models (Davis, 1989).
Quizlet is basically composed of flashcards that students can create or import from existing
lists created by other users. The flashcards on one side of it have the term, and on the other,
the description for that term which often includes the definition, a visual aid, and an example.
Both sides of the cards have a bottom (a speaker icon) which reads the text written in the card,
term, or description. The learning sequence that Quizlet offers is explained in six modules
presented next (Anjaniputra & Salsabila, 2018).
The learn module. This activity allows students to review and study the words in the
set using multiple-choice and spelling activities. In this section, the software provides students
with the description of the word and four options which students need to click; if students
mark an incorrect answer the software provides you with the correct answer. When students
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get the correct answer on the multiple-choice activities the word is added to the list of
familiarized words, and it is presented again later. The second time the word is presented to
the students, the software asks them to spell the word; once it is spelled correctly, the word is
added to the mastered word list. Students review and study the words until all words are
placed on the mastered word list, supporting students to master the meaning and the spelling
of the word (Anjaniputra & Salsabila, 2018).
The write and spell module. Activities here are similar to the ones in the learn module,
but in this case the software does not provide students with any feedback when their choice is
incorrect. Both activities present the description of the term and students need to write the
word. The only difference between write and spell is that in the spell section the students have
the option to read the definition and to listen to the software reading the word. Those two
activities make students work on meaning, spelling, and sounds of every word in the
vocabulary set (Anjaniputra & Salsabila, 2018).
The test. This section generates a sample test, which allows students to measure their
progress using different types of questions like match, spelling, and multiple options. After
students submit the test, Quizlet provides students with the feedback and the correct answers
for the test so they can compare and deeper review the words with which they are having
issues. This test measures students’ knowledge based on definition and spelling of the words
considering the number of correct answers they have (Anjaniputra & Salsabila, 2018).
The match. This module allows students to study vocabulary in a more engaging
environment. It presents students with different terms and descriptions displayed on a canvas
and asks students to drag and match the terms with their correct descriptions while a
stopwatch is running. When the activity is complete the stopwatch stops and gives the time
taken to complete it; it records the score every time students do the activity and challenges
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them to beat their previous record. The match module allows students to acquire new words
only based on understanding of the meaning; and it also requires some reading comprehension
when the description does not provide a visual aid (Anjaniputra & Salsabila, 2018).
The gravity. The game asks players to “protect the planet from incoming asteroids”
During the game the description of the words start falling from the top of the screen while the
player needs to write the term that matches that definition. Once the student gets the correct
word the asteroid disappears; the faster the students get the answer the more points earned.
However, if players don’t get the answer until the asteroid reaches the bottom of the screen,
the answer pops-up on the screen and it asks the player to write it to continue. The words that
have been failed appeared later as a red asteroid which goes a little faster than the others.
Players will accumulate points which help them to go up reaching higher levels. This game
helps students to reinforce their vocabulary knowledge based on spelling and reading
(Anjaniputra & Salsabila, 2018).
The live module. This module allows teachers to create a game in which all students
participate as groups to compete with their classmates. Teachers need to click on the live
module, and it will create a code. Students need to go to Quizlet live module on their phones
and enter the code; then the games are randomly assigned to a group, which are categorized
using animals. Teacher asks students to sit together with their groups and then the game starts.
The description of the word is displayed on every player’s phone screen; however, not all
students have all the words to answers. Students need to check everyone’s phone to check
who in the group has the correct answer. Once the correct answer is given students can
continue to the next description, but if they get any incorrect answer, they will start from the
beginning. Live provides students some room to read, to interact, to communicate, to shortly
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discuss and to make quick decisions. When a group gets all the answers correct, the game
finishes (Anjaniputra & Salsabila, 2018).
Previous Studies
Chien (2013) did a study with Taiwanese EFL learners using Quizlet that consisted of
learners creating vocabulary word lists. The goal of this intervention was to discover which
words students chose to include in their list sets, apart from exploring which activities
students found most useful. A third goal of this study inquired into the issues and difficulties
that arose in the process of list making. The results yielded data that indicated minimal
difficulty in constructing the flashcards with the major problem being choosing the correct
definition for the target words. In defining words, there is always the dilemma of selecting the
definition that is most comprehensive and/or adequate, especially when words have more than
one meaning.
Dizon (2016) carried out an experiment using Quizlet in a class of advanced learners
of English to study the Academic Word List and found improvements in their vocabulary
knowledge between the vocabulary levels test in a pre and posttest design. An additional
finding of this study was that students positively perceived the use of this app., and so permits
speculation of the benefits of using it in foreign language classrooms.
Intriago, Villafuerte, Morales-Jaramillo, Lema, and Echeverria (2016) carried out a
study with undergraduate students in which students conducted Literature Circles
accompanied by two learning tools: a vocabulary log, and a double-entry journal for
developing writing. The vocabulary log was used by the students to register the new words
that appeared in the texts, and to learn the recorded words by adding a definition, a concept,
an image and an example. In this study, the participants’ level of English increased
considerably by the end of the intervention.
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The purpose of this research study is to enhance students’ reading skills fostering
vocabulary learning through collaborative learning facilitated by Quizlet. This resource can be
used on a computer or phone with its own benefits and limitations. This application, assuming
students are given an appropriate guidance in content, process and use, is quite manageable. It
offers interactive modes of studying through various practice modes, and several forms of
games. Users of Quizlet can enable the audio, image or definition of a word, which is
automatically generated by the application to design or modify the set of flashcards. The cards
are presented in different ways to help memorization of form (written, spoken, and word
parts), meaning (association concept), and use (grammar and collocation) so that learners can
experience learning in a motivational and meaningful way (Ashcroft & Imrie, 2014).
Methodology
This is a quantitative study guided by a pre-experimental research design (Cohen,
Manion, & Morrison, 2018), using a paired sample t-test comparing the mean performance
(pre- and post-test scores) in two different types of tests, one that measures the number of
words that students recognize, understand, and apply, level (see Appendix A and B), and other
which measures their abilities to understand simple written text according to their English
proficiency level (see Appendix C and D). Post-tests were applied after several instructional
sessions using collaborative learning facilitated by Quizlet to study the word list established
by Cambridge University Press for students with an A1 level of English proficiency
(Cambridge University Press, 2019). Additionally, a simple online questionnaire considering a
Likert scale was applied to measure students’ perspectives towards Quizlet as a vocabulary
learning tool (see Appendix E).
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Table 1
Research Design
Test

Pre-Test

Intervention
Quizlet

Post-Test

Vocabulary

X1

I

X3

Reading

X2

I

X4

Comprehension
Notes, X1=vocabulary pre-test, X2=reading comprehension pre-test, I=intervention,
X3=vocabulary post-test, X4=reading comprehension post-test
Participants
The participants were 31 young graduate students, including 13 men (M=36 years old,
range 30-40) and 18 women (M=33 years old, range 28-40). They were pursuing a master’s
degree in Public Management at a public university of Guayaquil. The participants came from
different cities and towns of the coast of Ecuador (26% rural, 74% urban). This program
required of the participants to take a beginner’s course of English. Upon administration of the
Headway placement test, the mean scores the participants obtained was 46.37 out of 100,
which means that students’ level of English proficiency was low and most of them were
placed in a A1 level according to CEFR standards.
Sampling procedure. The Headway CEFR Placement Test to measure students’ level
of English proficiency was applied (see Appendix A). This test categorizes students according
to their test scores, pre-A1 for students who score less than 30 points, A1 for students whose
scores range between 30 to 59 points, A2 for scores between 60 and 89, and B1 for students
whose scores go from 90 to 100 points. The results placed six students at level B1 (13.33%),
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eight students at level A2 (17.78%) and 31 students at level A1 (68.89%) based on the test’s
metrics. Students who were placed at level A1 according to the Headway CEFR Placement
Test were considered for this study. A total of 31 students out of 45 met the above criteria, and
they are the ones who were invited to participate in the study. Participants were informed that
they would be receiving a different methodology of language teaching mostly founded on
vocabulary-learning, which would support them to enhance their communicative abilities,
especially on reading. They would also be informed that the activities they would be exposed
to will be repeated weekly for the whole course with different thematic word categories.
Instruments
The instruments used to produce the necessary data to answer the research questions
were a test of vocabulary level (see Appendix B and C), a test of reading comprehension (see
Appendix D and E), and a survey (see Appendix F) to measure participant’s perspectives of
the intervention and Quizlet.
Test of vocabulary. This instrument sought to determine the number of CEFR A1
words that the participants would be able to recognize after receiving instruction using
Quizlet. The instrument consisted of 40 multiple choice items on which the participants had to
translate from English to Spanish 40 randomly selected words from the English Profile list for
A1 level. The teacher in a simple sheet of paper provided those words. This test would be
given to students at the beginning and at the end of the intervention.
Reading comprehension. In order to assess the participants reading comprehension, a
shortened version of the Cambridge English: Key (KET) examination was utilized. This
examination is offered by Cambridge Assessment English (2019) and is targeted at Level A2
of the CEFR. Although A2 is the defined proficiency level for this examination, it also yields
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results that apply to test-takers at A1 level and lower. Achieving a certificate at this level
proves that a person can use English to communicate in simple situations.
Two shortened versions were created from freely available samples tests that can be
accessed on Cambridge Assessment English (2019). The examination Cambridge English:
Key assesses speaking, writing and reading comprehension in three sections called papers (see
Appendix D and E). As reading comprehension is the target skill being assessed to answer the
second research question, the first six parts of the reading paper were used to prepare the pretest and post-tests; Table 2 describes the constructs and structure that this instrument includes.
Table 2.
Structure and Tasks of Reading Paper of Cambridge English Key
Task Type and Format

Task Focus

Number of
Questions

Part 1

Matching. Matching five prompt sentences to
eight notices, plus one example.

Gist understanding of
real-world notices.
Reading for main
message.

5

Part 2

Three-option multiple-choice sentences.
Five sentences (plus an integrated example) with
connecting link of topic or story line.

Reading and
identifying appropriate
vocabulary.

5

Part 3

Three-option multiple choice. Five discrete 3option multiple-choice items (plus an example)
focusing on verbal exchange patterns. AND
Matching. Five matching items (plus an integrated
example) in a continuous dialogue, selecting from
eight possible responses.

Functional language.
Reading and
identifying appropriate
response.

10

Part 4

Right/Wrong/Doesn’t say OR
Three-option multiple choice. One long text or
Reading for detailed
three short texts adapted from authentic
understanding and
newspaper and magazine articles. Seven 3-option main
multiple-choice items or seven
idea(s).
Right/Wrong/Doesn’t say items, plus an integrated
example.

7
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Part 5

Multiple-choice cloze. A text adapted from an
original source, for example encyclopedia entries,
newspaper and magazine articles. Eight 3-option
multiple-choice items, plus an integrated example.

Part 6

Word completion. Five dictionary definition type
sentences (plus an integrated example). Five
words to identify and spell.

Reading and
identifying appropriate
structural word
(auxiliary verbs, modal
verbs, determiners,
pronouns, repositions,
conjunctions etc.)
Reading and
identifying appropriate
lexical item and
spelling.

8

5

Note: Adapted from Cambridge English Key Handbook for Teachers by University of
Cambridge ESOL Examinations.
Participants’ Perspectives. In order to measure participants’ perspectives of the
usefulness and effectiveness of the innovation, a modified version of Lam, Wang, and Zhao
(2018) survey was used. This survey contains 15 items, and the reason behind selecting it
responds to the high internal consistency that this instrument yielded: A Cronbach's alpha of
0.913. The items in the survey were based on a 5-point Likert scale where: 1 was strongly
disagree, 2 disagree, 3 neutral, 4 agree and 5 strongly agree (see Appendix F).
Innovation
The innovation was implemented during four weeks within different phases of direct
and indirect teaching. Participants were exposed to four sessions per week and each session
lasted an hour and a half. During the first week, participants had to take the pretest in the first
session, and to attend a Quizlet introductory session. The same week, students started with
their instructional sessions. During the last sessions students worked on the final summative
assessment activity and took the post-test. Participants studied a total of 549 words which
were divided into eight thematic vocabulary sets; each vocabulary set was studied during two
sessions (i.e., students studied two vocabulary sets per week) (see Table 3).
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Table 3
Implementation Plan & Vocabulary Sets
Week

Session

Set

# of words

Topics

Pre-Test: 90 mints
Session 1

Introduction to Quizlet

Week 1
Sessions 2 & 3

Set 1

93 words

Communication
Education (18)

Session 4 & 5
Week 2

Set 2

56 words

Work (14)
Art & Media (24)

Sessions 6 & 7

Set 3

78 words

Describing Things
People’ appearance (20)

Sessions 8 & 9

Set 4

140 words

Week 3

Personality (25)
Relationship (20)
People’s actions (75)
Animals (11)

Sessions 10 & 11

Set 5

102 words

Food & Drinks (53)
Home & building (38)
Clothes (14)
Shopping (15)

Sessions 12 & 13
Week 4

Set 6

80 words

Money (10)
Sport & Game (15)
Travel (26)

Session 14

Summative Assessment: Reading Club

Post-Test: 90 min. Survey Application: 20 min.
Note: Created by the Author with information from English Vocabulary Profile.
Taking into account that this innovation involved vocabulary learning strategies with the
support of Quizlet, most of the instructional sessions followed a cyclical process that included
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four phases for different sets of words arranged by topics. Different strategies were not
introduced as they could have contaminated the study, making it harder to conclude that it was
collaborative learning facilitated by Quizlet that impacted the participants’ improvement.
Phase one. In this phase, the participants created their own vocabulary sets on Quizlet.
Because of this, it became pivotal that they learned how to create new sets and explore the
different study options that Quizlet offers them. During the first week students needed to
attend an introductory session in which the teacher guided them to explore Quizlet,
considering aspects such as (a) learning to create an account, (b) becoming familiar with the
main working panel, (c) learning to create, edit, organize, and share vocabulary sets, and (d)
setting up activities and using them. In addition to this, the teacher provided students with the
opportunity to explore and use Quizlet to learn, practice, play games, and test activities so
they better understood how each one worked. By the end of this session, students were
involved in a 10-minute discussion session to clarify any doubts they had related to Quizlet
use.
Phase two. Teacher provided students with the vocabulary set they were studying
during that session. The students were divided in small groups using different grouping
configurations strategies and asked to create the vocabulary set in their own account in
Quizlet. Each word card created needed to include the term, the part of the speech, the
definition, a visual aid, and a sentence or a short phrase using the word in context. To work on
definitions and parts of the speech, students used the online version of Oxford Learners’
Dictionary. The teacher monitored the activity to verify that students get the appropriate
meaning of the word and that the examples evidence a correct use in context.
Phase three. During this phase, students continued working in groups in longer periods
of time to cooperatively review and study the vocabulary set using the Learn activity in
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Quizlet until all members in the group mastered each one of the words in the set. Then,
students had the opportunity to individually practice in a more engaging way using the
practical games Match and Gravity in Quizlet. This phase continued until the next session, in
which students individually reviewed and assessed themselves using the Spell activity,
measuring the number of words they already mastered. Finally, teachers will create a Live
Game and asked students to join it using a code, having the opportunity to informally assess
students’ knowledge in a stress-free and engaging learning environment. This activity fosters
learning through competition and communication allowing students to read, discuss, and to
make a quick consensus to choose the correct option.
Phase four. Teacher handed students a short basic passage, which had been adapted for
students’ level, and asked them to circle the words they recognized in the text. Teacher also
asked students to take the time to analyze each word and to notice the part of speech of each
word, comparing it with the vocabulary set they had previously studied. Then, students were
divided in groups using different grouping configuration strategies in order to discuss with
their partners the words they had circled, any words meanings they were not sure about, and a
general understanding of their passage they had read. Since the main goal of this activity was
reading comprehension and vocabulary acquisition, teacher allowed students to use their first
language (L1) during the discussion. This last activity varied in oral and written discussion
depending on the week (see Appendix G).
Analysis of the Results
The data were collected using the three instruments mentioned above (the vocabulary
test, the KET Cambridge reading comprehension test, and a survey). The data from the test
were analyzed using the means of the participants’ scores during the pre- and post-tests
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through a paired sample t-test using the Statistic Package for the Social Studies (SPSS)
software.
The data from the pre- and post-vocabulary test were used to answer the first research
question, to what extent does collaborative learning facilitated by Quizlet produce an
increment in vocabulary? Figure 1 displays the scores that participants obtained from the
vocabulary tests, which measured the number of words students were capable of recognizing,
understanding, and using before and after the intervention, this test was applied using forty
randomly words from the English Profile website. The results of this test demonstrated that all
participants increased their vocabulary storage by the end of the implementation.
Figure 1. Numbers of words participants were able to recognize, understand, and apply.

Moreover, the results from the reading comprehension Cambridge exam KET provided
the information to discuss the research question number 2, to what extent does collaborative
learning facilitated by Quizlet improve reading comprehension? The results portrayed in
Figure 2 demonstrated a notable enhancement in participants’ abilities to understand simple
written text, considering their scores obtained from the pre- and post-test.
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Figure 2. Participants’ results from the reading comprehension Cambridge exam KET.

The data from both the reading comprehension Cambridge exam KET was also
analyzed using SPSS through a paired sample t-test analysis of the means. The descriptive
statistics revealed a difference between the means (23.3); the mean of the participants’ posttest scores was considerable higher (55.40) than the mean of the pre-test (32.1).
The analysis revealed that there is a high correlation (.87) and significant statistics
(.000) between the mean of the scores of the pre- and post-test, considering a p. value of .05.
Therefore, the outcomes of the t-test supported that the use of Quizlet produces a positive
impact on students’ vocabulary knowledge and reading comprehension abilities taking into
account the t(-16.1) and df (30) scores; t(30) = -16.1 > 0.5. Table 4 displays the results
obtained from the paired sample t-test analysis of the means.
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Table 4
Paired samples t-test for the reading comprehension Cambridge exam KET

Additionally, the data collected from the survey were used to discuss research question
number 3, what are students’ perceptions towards Quizlet as a vocabulary-learning tool? The
analysis of this data demonstrated that participants had positive perspectives towards Quizlet
as an engaging and useful vocabulary learning tool. Figure 3 displays the mean of each one of
the questions in the survey which were measured using a Likert scale, considering that one
stands for high disagreement and five for high agreement, and Table 5 portrays the questions
included in the survey.
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Figure 3. Participants’ perspectives towards Quizlet

Table 5
Questions in the survey to measure students’ perspectives
Questions
1. I feel Quizlet can help me to learn English
2. My willingness to use Quizlet in class is high.
3. My willingness to use Quizlet at home is high.
4. I normally use paper flashcards to remember English words.
5. I would like to use Quizlet app on my cell phone or mobile device.
6. I would like to use Quizlet on computer.
7. I am willing to use Quizlet every day to practice vocabulary.
8. I am willing to use Quizlet twice a week to practice vocabulary.
9. I am willing to use Quizlet once or twice a month to practice vocabulary.
10. I do not want to use Quizlet at all.
11. Quizlet helps me recognize English words.
12. Quizlet helps me pronounce English words.
13. I like to play games in Quizlet.
14. I perform better on English exams after using Quizlet.
15. I am willing to continue using Quizlet after this course.
According to the results obtained from the survey, students had a high willingness to
use Quizlet during classes and at home as shown in items 2 and 3. The results displayed on
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Figure 3 also demonstrated that students are willing to continue using Quizlet, mostly twice a
week, considering participants` answered on items 7, 8, 9, 10, and 15; there is also a
preference for using Quizlet on a computer as portrayed in question 5 and 6. The survey
evidenced that students use paper flashcards poorly to study new words. The participants also
expressed that Quizlet helped them to remember new words and to pronounce them better as
shown in items 11 and 12. Finally, the results from the survey displayed that students enjoyed
learning with Quizlet Games as evidenced in question 13, and that it positively impacted their
performance and academic achievement as shown in item 14.
Discussion
Throughout this article it is claimed that learning vocabulary is tied to reading
comprehension (RQ1). It is also put forth that vocabulary learning is better achieved in the
EFL classroom when this is enhanced with technology, in the present study via Quizlet (RQ2).
One last question is connected with the perspective students have about Quizlet to learn
vocabulary in collaboration, and as an aid in their reading comprehension (RQ3). In the
following paragraphs, these three questions are discussed in light of the results presented in
the previous section.
RQ1. The students’ increase in the number of words reflected in the posttest may be
explained by the fact that words make a deeper memory print when the students get several
levels of contact with the target vocabulary (Nation, 2001). Quizlet allowed the learners to see
the written form, read a definition, see it in contextualized examples (e.g., sentences) and hear
its aural form. And in addition to this, the fact that the learners created their own sets added an
extra layer of exposure to the target vocabulary. These results aligned with the ones that the
study conducted by Chien (2013) yielded; in it, students also were able to recall more words
from the Academic List they were exposed to after studying the list with the help of Quizlet.
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The fact that the students had the opportunity to read books graded at their level of
comprehension (A1, A2, and B1) allowed that the learners had the chance to get the five
levels of word knowledge conditions (incrementality, polysemy, interrelatedness,
multidimensionality, and heterogeneity) necessary for consolidating vocabulary learning
while using it (Naggy & Scott, 2000). The communicative nature that reading adds to the
learning process is the actual mechanism that makes possible communication (Tomlinson,
2014), and ultimately provokes the transition from passive vocabulary via the Quizlet
activities and the active vocabulary that progressively takes place as the learner reads
extensively or for pleasure (Nation, 2001)
RQ2. The results that the t-test produced, in which the learners were able to comprehend
more in the reading comprehension posttest, are comparable to Intriago et. al (2016) in which
the learners that had the opportunity to create and study their vocabulary logs accompanied
and facilitated the reading process of the stories the learners used as part of their literature
circles intervention. It seems that the sole studying of vocabulary does not lead to
comprehension; instead, it is the combination of explicit vocabulary learning and the act of
reading that supports the consolidation of these new words because the learners can process
them in context. This finds its explanation in the general hypothesis, the metalinguistic
hypothesis and the instrumental hypothesis put forth by Anderson and Freebody (1981).
The results of this study allowed to see the three hypotheses be manifested in the
following rationale: the more vocabulary they learned, the more they were able to understand
in the stories; the more vocabulary they were gaining in the target language, the more they
could use that acquired language to think about what they were reading; and the more words
they learned allowed them to make educated guesses about words with familiar forms
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(morphemes, and synonyms, for example.). These three hypotheses in conjunction may
account for the results obtained.
RQ3. The positive perspectives the students had of Quizlet may be attributed to the
positive results expressed in the two tests. Considering the data collected in the survey, it
seems like Quizlet impacted students’ motivation and willingness to learn language. Most of
the students displayed a high predisposition and satisfaction toward the platform by the end of
the intervention. Technology has a positive effect on students’ learning expectations and
outcomes (Costley, 2014). Technology should also be an essential component of EFL
language learning environment. Technology is not only a great source to provide students with
opportunities to be involved in natural setting but also explore learning considering diverse
means and modes covering students’ individual learning styles and needs. Finally, a positive
view of Quizlet as a vocabulary learning tool was also expressed by the participants in the
Dizon (2016) study.
Conclusion
Graduate students have more clarity as to the importance of being well prepared in
their professional fields. Aware of the role that knowing English plays in todays’ world, they
can benefit from research-based, technology-enhanced and effective pedagogy educational
interventions to improve their competence in English. In this context, collaborative learning
facilitated by Quizlet seems to play an important role in vocabulary learning and reading
comprehension. Quizlet is a language learning tool that can complement foreign language
teaching programs as long as aspects of scaffolding, opportunity for collaboration, and
abundant access to reading graded materials are present.
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Limitations
Even though the results obtained from this study demonstrated that students performed
better after the implementation of the innovation, there are some limitations that should be
taken in mind for future similar studies. One of the primary limitations within this study is that
its design did not include a control group. This aspect limited the study to verify that students’
achievement was primary affected by the intervention with Quizlet and not by other variables
around it such as students’ demographic characteristic and academic background, instructional
tools, or external motivational aspects. It is fair to mention that this lack of a control group
was due to logistical and time constraints.
It is also relevant to mention that the sample in the study was small (n=31). This
limited the researcher in generalizing the impact of Quizlet to the general population,
suggesting that Quizlet can have positive effects on students’ vocabulary learning and reading
comprehension when conducting a study under similar characteristics. It should be taken in
mind that this study was conducted with adults, and adults have unique characteristics such as
matured cognitive abilities, learning interests, and motivators which differ from young-adults,
teenagers, or children. Also, the study was limited to adults who were pursuing a master’s
degree, which meant that they have a higher level of education in consideration to the whole
population of adults. These characteristics limit the researcher to generalize the results to the
general adult population.
The length of the intervention was also a critical issue to this study. Four weeks is a
relatively short time to have a long-term effect on language acquisition. For words to become
part of an individual’s permanent active vocabulary list, it is required the words be used
continuously and in diverse context and instances. A short-term intervention may produce an
impact on students’ academic achievement in the moment, but it may be forgotten easily since
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they do not reach the necessary time to internalize and store the knowledge on long-term
memory.
Finally, the researcher was also faced with some limitations during the process of the
implementation. Quizlet required the use of Internet, and there were various instances during
the study that Internet did not run smoothly, which produced that learners lose motivation, the
flow of their practices, and collaborative discussions.
Recommendations
Based on the context, results, and limitations of this study, the recommendations are
given in two areas mainly: the research design and access to technology. In terms of the
research design, it is recommended that the study includes a control group that helps the
researcher to set similar instructional conditions for both groups. Using a control and
experimental group would support the researchers to confirm that students’ academic
achievement and reading comprehension is directly and highly affected by the intervention
and not by other factors and situations happening during the instruction. It is also suggested
that intervention be applied at least during a whole academic term (four months) so
participants are exposed to Quizlet the necessary time to produce a more durable and
permanent impact. If students have more opportunities to interact with Quizlet for a longer
period of time, Quizlet may become a learning resource that students will use naturally and
unconsciously, provoking a long-term impact on their language acquisition process.
Considering the access to technology, it is recommended that future studies take into
account time to gather information about participants and the learning environment’s
characteristics that support them to set the appropriate technological conditions before starting
the implementation of the intervention. The teachers and researchers need to verify that all
participants have access to technology in and out of the classroom.
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The classroom and equipment characteristics need to be adequate to carry out the study
without any issue. Some of the equipment that should be reviewed for optimal use include an
Internet connection with an adequate band width, computers’ devices should be working
properly, and every student should have access to one computer so that they can interact and
collaborate to construct the vocabulary sets. This also provides each participant with enough
time and the same opportunities to practice during the lesson on their own. Participants’
access to technology out of the classroom settings is also an issue to have in mind. If a
participant or group of participants do not have this access, the time they are exposed to
Quizlet is reduced and it could leave them behind their classmates who do not have this
limitation; this issue may affect the study’s results.
Finally, it is also recommended that the intervention be applied with different groups
of learners including adults, young-adult, and teenager to measure if it has the same impact on
a different context and/or population.
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Appendix A
Headway CEFR Placement Test
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Appendix B
Vocabulary Test
Name _____________________________

1. know verb A1
2. back adverb A1

________________

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

behind preposition A1

________________

great adjective A1

________________

grey adjective A1

________________

hot adjective A1

________________

important adjective A1

________________

do verbA1

________________

________________

homework noun A1

10. learn verb

________________
________________

A1

11. lesson noun A1
12. subject noun A1
13. teach verb A1

________________

14. test noun A1
15. bar noun A1
16. beer noun A1

________________

17. biscuit noun A1
18. bread noun A1
19. butter noun A1
20. cook verb A1
21. cup nounA1
22. dinner noun A1
23. drink noun A1

________________

24. egg noun A1
25. juice noun A1

________________

26. knife noun A1
27. meat noun A1
28. farm noun A1
29. flat noun A1
30. floor noun A1

________________

31. key noun A1
32. kick verb A1
33. slim adjective A1
34. leave verb A1
35. museum noun A1
36. hear verb A1
37. shop noun A1

________________

38. shower nounA1
39. cheap adjectiveA1
40. expensive adjective

________________

________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
A1

________________

PRE TEST
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Appendix C
Vocabulary Test
Name _____________________________

41. bird noun A1
42. cow noun A1

________________

43. horse noun A1
44. pet noun A1
45. pig noun A1
46. sheep noun A1
47. zoo noun A1
48. band nounA1
49. dance verb A1

________________

50. film nounA1

________________

________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________

51. group nounA1
________________
52. newspaper nounA1________________
53. arm noun A1
________________
54. ear noun A1
55. eye noun A1
56. face noun A1

________________

57. feel verb A1
58. fine adjective A1
59. foot noun A1
60. hand noun A1
61. have verb A1
62. head noun A1
63. nose noun A1

________________

64. tooth noun A1
65. clothes noun A1

________________

66. coat noun A1
67. glasses noun A1
68. hat noun A1
69. jacket noun A1
70. shoe noun A1

________________

________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________

71. skirt noun A1
________________
72. trousers noun A1________________
73. T-shirt noun A1 ________________
74. watch noun A1
________________
75. wear verb A1
________________
76. answer noun A1 ________________
77. but conjunction A1________________
78. of course A1
________________
79. Don't forget... A1________________
80. How are you? A1________________

POST TEST
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Appendix D
Pre-Test-KET Reading Comprehension
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Appendix E
Post-Test-KET Reading Comprehension
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Appendix F
Survey
Survey about Students’ Perspective Towards Quizlet
Encuesta acerca de las perspectivas de los estudiantes hacia Quizlet
Google Form Link: https://forms.gle/bWLPLCWqjb1eJGLF6
Esta encuesta está diseñada para recopilar información sobre la forma en que usted, como estudiante, adquiere el
vocabulario a través del uso de Quizlet como un recurso educativo para adquirir nuevas palabras. Esta no es una
evaluación.
No hay respuestas correctas o incorrectas. Es importante responder con la mayor honestidad posible. Gracias por
su colaboración.
This survey is designed to collect data about the way you, as a student, adquire vocabulary through Quizlet as a
educational resource to learn new words. This is not a test.
There is not correct or incorreect answers. It is important that you respond being highly honest. Thanks for your
collaboration.
Name: _______________________________________________ Class: ___________________
Email: __________________________________________________ Date: ____________________

Lea las preguntas y marque (√) la casilla que va de acuerdo a su opinión. Guíese con la escala que se
detalla a continuación para marcar su respuesta.
1. Totalmente en Desacuerdo
1. (TD)
2. En Desacuerdo
2. (D)
3. Ni en acuerdo ni en Desacuerdo 3. (A/D)
4. De Acuerdo
4. (A)
5. Totalmente de Acuerdo
5. (TA)
Read the questions and mark with a tick (√) the box that provide your opinition. Use the following scale
to guide your answer.
1. Totally Disagree
2. Disagree
3. No Agree nor Disagree
4. Agree
5. Totally Agree

1. (TD)
2. (D)
3. (A/D)
4. (A)
5. (TA)

ENCUESTA DEL IMPACTO DE QUIZLET
SURVET TO TEST QUIZLET’S IMPACT

1. I feel Quizlet can help me to learn English.
1. Siento que Quizlet me ayuda a aprender inglés
2. My willingness to use Quizlet in class is high.

1
TD

2
D

3
A/D

4
A

5
TA
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2. Mi disposición para utilizar Quizlet en clases es alta
3. My willingness to use Quizlet at home is high.
3. Mi disposición para utilizar Quizlet en casa en alta

4. I normally use paper flashcards to remember English
words.
4. Normalmente utiliza cartillas en papel para recordar palabra
en Inglés

5. I would like to use Quizlet app on my cell phone or
mobile devices.
5. Me gustaría utilizar Quizlet en mi dispositivo móvil celular
6. I would like to use Quizlet on the computer.
6. Me gustaría utilizar Quizlet en mi computadora

7. I am willing to use Quizlet every day to practice
vocabulary.
7. Estoy dispuesto a utilizar Quizlet todos los días para practicar
vocabulario

8. I am willing to use Quizlet twice a week to practice
vocabulary.
8. Estoy dispuesto a utilizar Quizlet dos veces a la semana para
practicar vocabulario

9. I am willing to use Quizlet once or twice a month to
practice vocabulary.
9. Estoy dispuesto a utilizar Quizlet una o dos veces por mes
para practicar vocabulario

10. I do not want to use Quizlet at all.
10. No quiero utilizar Quizlet

11. Quizlet helps me recognize English words.
11. Quizlet me ayuda a reconocer palabra en Inglés

12. Quizlet helps me pronounce English words.
12. Quizlet me ayuda a pronunciar palabras en Inglés

13. I like to play games in Quizlet.
13. Me gusta jugar en Quizlet

14. I perform better on English exams after using Quizlet.
14. Obtengo mejor puntaje en mis exámenes después de utilizar
Quizlet.

15. I am willing to continue using Quizlet after this course
15. Estoy dispuesto a continuar Quizlet después de este curso.
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Appendix G
Lesson plan
Design from Your Goals
Instructional design of units for transfer of learning to real life contexts
Institution:

State University of Milagro

Year of study:

Master program

Student description:

The following lessons are planned for 31 graduate students,
pursuing a master’s degree in public management in Milagro
State University. Participants included 13 males and 18 females
who came from different cities like Milagro, Guayaquil,
Naranjito, Duran, Babahoyo, El Triunfo, Naranjal, Isidro Ayora;
26% of the participants came from rural areas and 74% from
urban ones. The age ranges between 30 and 40 years old with a
mean of 35. The mean of the participants’ scores obtained on the
placement test applied by the university was 46.37. Students
have an A1 level of English proficiency according to their results
on the Headway CEFR Placement Test.

Professor:

Brigita Valerina Ledesma Acosta

Unit title:

Vocabulary Acquisition

Weeks:

4 - four 90-minute sessions per week

Hours:

24 - 6 hours per week

I. Transfer Goal (Stage 1)
Standards the unit will work with:
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Overall Reading Comprehension: Can understand very short, simple texts a single phrase at
a time, picking up familiar names, words and basic phrases and re-reading as required. (CEFR
Scales)
Reading Skill: Understand and identify simple informational, transactional, and expository
texts—a single phrase at a time—picking up familiar names, words, and basic phrases and
rereading as required. Extract the gist and key information items from simple informational,
transactional, and expository texts.
Goal:
I want my students to expand their vocabulary considering words related to communication,
education, work, arts and media, people’s appearance, personality, relationship and actions,
animals, food, drinks, clothes, shopping, money, home, building, sports, games, and travel to
better understand very short and simple texts in English.
Breakdown of transfer goal
A. If we see and hear

B. If we see and hear

C. What I will commit to

them do this, they CAN

them do this, then they

doing differently in my

transfer this learning.

CANNOT (yet)

classroom to ensure my

transfer:

results look like Column A.

Identify the words in

Identify words in English

Create a learning environment

English and name them in

but having difficulties

that allows students to interact

their own language

when naming them in

with new words in order to

their own language

understand the meaning of
them and to spell them

Identify the words in

Have spelling errors

correctly using technological

diverse simple and short

when not reading the

tools

texts in English

words
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Make meaning of the words

Unable to make meaning

Allow students to create their

to identify and

of the words in simple

own study tools to increase

communicate the main

and short texts, feeling

their vocabulary storage

message conveys in diverse

frustrated and unable to

simple and short texts in

connect ideas.

English

Involve students in games and
collaborations to assess their

Misinterpret the main

learning progress using

message of simple and

technological tools

short texts in English
Expose students to short and
Unable to use the target

simple texts that allow them

vocabulary in target

to identify words and make

situations

meaning of them to
understand main ideas.

Provide students to affirm
their understanding of simple
and short text through group
and whole class discussions

II. Summative Performance Assessment Task (Stage 2)
Goal

Communicate the main idea of simple and short texts through oral or
written group discussions including the words learned during the week.

Role

You are a member of a reading club which joins together to share the
very general ideas of simple and short texts you have read during the
week.

Audience

The members of your reading club and the host (the teacher)

Situation

You belong to a reading club which joins together, face-to-face or using
virtual means, once a week, normally on Saturdays to share the general
ideas of simple and short texts you have read during the week. Every
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member of the group has read different short texts during the weekend
and each one has a time to share the main idea of at least three text
he/she has read.
Performance

Communicate the main idea of at least three short texts you have read
through oral or written means using a simple discourse with the
vocabulary you have learned during the module.

Standards

Overall Reading Comprehension: Can understand very short, simple
texts a single phrase at a time, picking up familiar names, words and
basic phrases and rereading as required. (CEFR Scales)
Reading Skill: Understand and identify simple informational,
transactional, and expository texts—a single phrase at a time—picking
up familiar names, words, and basic phrases and rereading as required.
Extract the gist and key information items from simple informational,
transactional, and expository texts.
Assessment Criteria: a.) correct pronunciation/spelling of the words
learned during the week; b.) Evidence of text understanding, c.) Effective
communication of the main idea (grammar or structural errors are not
considered).

III. Knowledge and skills the students need to succeed in the assessment. (Stage 1)
What students will need to know

The skills students will need to be able to
do

➢ The list of vocabulary for students at
A1 level of English proficiency
provided by Cambridge University,
considering the following categories:
communication, education, work,

➢ Recognize key vocabulary in
context.
➢ Comprehend the information in
text
➢ Provide accurate information

arts and media, people’s appearance,

about text, extract gist and key

personality, relationship and actions,

information from written texts.
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animals and natural world, heath,
food, drinks, clothes, shopping,

➢ Read closely to determine what
the text says explicitly.

money, home, building, sports,
games, and travel
IV. Essential Questions (Stage 1)
Essential questions support the transfer goal, signal inquiry, guide instruction, and can be
asked over and over throughout the unit without reaching a final answer.
1. How does Quizlet help students to recognize and understand the meaning of new
words?
2. How does key vocabulary learned with Quizlet help students to understand the
main idea of the text?
3. How does understanding a text help student to improve academic performance?
V. Learning Activities (Stage 3) For Advanced I, include a summary of activities for first
unit. For Grado you must include a separate plan for each unit. Identify research related
activities under intention.
Transfer goal: I want my students to expand their vocabulary considering words related to
communication, education, work, arts and media, people’s appearance, personality,
relationship and actions, animals, food, drinks, clothes, shopping, money, home, building,
sports, games, and travel to better understand very short and simple texts in English.
Abbreviated Performance Task: You belong to a reading club which joins together, face-toface or using virtual means, once a week, normally on Saturdays to share the general ideas of
simple and short texts you have read during the week. You will share the main idea of three
texts you read during the module.
By the end of this session, students will be involved in a 10-minute discussion session to
clarify any doubts they have related to Quizlet use.
Learning Activities (from student’s perspective)

Intention

A

M

T
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Week 1
Pre-test Vocabulary:20 minutes. level (see Appendix
B)
Pre-Test Reading comprehension: 90 minutes. (see
Appendix D)
Session 1: Introduction to Quizlet
Time: 90 minutes.

Lesson Opening
T provides ss with small paper cards and asks them

Hook

to write what strategies or tools they use to learn
vocabulary (students can use their L1). Then, the
teacher writes, vocabulary learning on the board and
asks ss to paste all their cards around the words using
some tape. Teacher asks students to read all the cards
and engages students in some discussion to decide
which are the top three best strategies to learn
vocabulary.

Teacher asks students if they have thought about
using technological tools, software, computers or
even phones to practice vocabulary? Teacher also
asks students to share if they know any technological
tool to practice vocabulary.

Teacher introduces ss Quizlet and asks them to go to
www.quizlet.com on their own computers. Teacher
explains and guides students during the process to
create an account in Quizlet.

During the Lesson

Initiating,
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Teacher goes through each of the bottom in the
Quizlet main working panel while explaining the
functions of each icon.
T asks ss to go to https://quizlet.com/_61cc1u.
Teacher and ss explore each of the different activities
Quizlet provides (Flashcard, Learn, Spell, Test,
Match, Gravity) following teacher’ directions,
allowing ss some time to explore them while Teacher
is explaining.
Developing,
Teacher explains how to create a new set of words,
and guides them to create their own on their
computers. Teacher asks students to add five
different terms with their definition in any topic they
want. Teacher suggests ss to use the online version
of the Oxford Learner’s Dictionary to provide the
definition.

Once ss have finished their sets, Teacher asks ss to
save it and guides them to understand the process to
edit and to share the set, and also how to place the
set into classes or to organize them in folders.

Lesson Closing
Teacher asks ss to write on a piece of paper their
reactions about Quizlet and any doubt or difficulty
they encounter during the practice, or any limitation

Formative

they think they will have next time they are asked to

assessment

use Quizlet; Teacher allows ss to use their L1 to have
more accurate answers, considering they are at level
A1 of English proficiency.
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T asks ss to make groups of 5 people and gives them
5 minutes to share the ideas they have written. Then,
Teacher chooses a person from each group and asks
him/her to summarize the most relevant ideas

Review &
Closure

discussed on his/her group.

Teacher answers and solves the queries, doubts, and
concerns students have related to Quizlet use, and
encourages them to download the app on their
cellphones.

Session 2: Communication
Time: 90 minutes

Lesson Opening

Hook

Teacher provides some of the ss with board markets
and asks them to write in 20 seconds as many words
they know in English which are used to simple
communication like “Ok” or “Good morning.” Ss
takes turns until all students in the class have had the
opportunity to go to the board. Teacher and ss review
all the words on the board and asks students to name
the words in their L1.

T asks students to go to
http://vocabulary.englishprofile.org/dictionary/search
/uk/?c=83&c=301&c=301&c=301&c=301&pageSiz
e=40&q=&wl=301&p=1 and to quickly scan all the
words on the list and to compare them with the ones
they have written on the board.

Initiating,
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During the Lesson
T assigns ss a number from 1 to 5 and then asks all
students with same number to make a group. Ss need

developing,

to create a share account in Quizlet and to create a
new set using the words in the vocabulary list
previously shared. Teacher explains that each term
needs to include the part of the speech, the
definition, a visual aid, and a sentence or a short
phrase using the term in context. To work on
definitions and parts of the speech, Teacher suggests
that ss use the online version of Oxford Learner's’
Dictionary. Teacher monitors the activity to verify
that students get the appropriate meaning and that the
example demonstrates a correct use in context.

Once ss finishes the set, Teacher asks them to
cooperatively review and study using the Learn
activity in Quizlet. Ss take turns to assess their
partners’ knowledge, practice, and study until all
members in the group master each one of the words
in the set.

Formative
assessment

Lesson Closing
T asks students to individually open the set in their
own computers and to click on the Match module in
Quizlet to practice the set. Teacher records the five
best scores on the board to motivate students to
continue practicing and beating their scores. Teacher
assesses students’ learning based on how quickly
they complete the game, considering that each time

Closing
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the game is played it displays different terms,
avoiding memorization to contaminate the scores.

T asks ss to try now the Gravity game to practice the
set and to assess their knowledge. Teacher motivates
students to reach at least level 5 of the game to be
able to close the game.

Whole class discussion, Teacher asks ss to mention
the new words they have learned during the session
and in some cases asks them to provide short
sentences or simple phrases using specific words.

Hook

Session 3: Communication
Time: 90 minutes
Initiating,
Lesson Opening
Quick write! Teacher asks ss to write as many words
as they remember from last session in 25 seconds,
and then asks ss to share with the class the words
that each one wrote.

Teacher presents in the board some short phrases and
asks students to recognize the words studied in the
last session, asking them to explain the main
message conveys; Teacher tells ss that L1 is accepted

T asks students to individually go to the vocabulary
Quizlet set they created in the last session and click
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on the Spell activity. Ss use the app until the progress
bar reaches 100%.

Developing

During the Lesson
T asks ss to choose a card from a set which contains
animal figures. Teacher asks ss to join in groups
according to the animal they have in their card; all
horses together, all dogs together, and so on. Teacher
provides ss a set of short texts (see Appendix H) and
asks students to recognize and circle the words they
have learned during session 2 & 3.

T asks students to write the part of the speech of
each word that they circle next to it, and then
students share the words within their group and help
anyone who is having difficulties understanding any
word in the text.

T asks ss to individually read the completed text to

Formative

have a general idea of it, and then they share among

assessment

their group what they understood from the text using
simple and basic language. Teacher informally
assesses students’ understanding of the text;
grammar or structure is not considered - if ss have
some difficulties expressing, Teacher will allow ss to
use L1.

Lesson Closing
T creates a Live Game in Quizlet using the
vocabulary set which has been studied during the

Closing
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sessions and asks ss to join using the game code. Ss
sit together in groups considering the one which the
game randomly assigned them. Teacher starts the
game and students need to read the descriptions on
their phone and to quickly look for the answer. If
students make a mistake, they need to start the game

Hook

again. It finishes when a group gets all the answers
correct.

Week 2

Initiating,

Session 4: Education, Work, Art & Media
Time: 90 minutes

Lesson Opening
T asks ss to make groups of 6 people; then Teacher
writes 30 words on the board, taken from the
Cambridge Vocabulary List for ss at A1 level, and
asks ss to organize them according to three
categories: Education, Work, Arts, & Media.

T asks students to go to
http://vocabulary.englishprofile.org/dictionary/search
/uk/?pageSize=40&wl=301&q=&c=-1&c=-1&c=1&c=-1&c=86&c=-1&c=-1;
http://vocabulary.englishprofile.org/dictionary/search
/uk/?pageSize=40&wl=301&q=&c=-1&c=-1&c=1&c=-1&c=98&c=-1&c=-1;
http://vocabulary.englishprofile.org/dictionary/search
/uk/?pageSize=40&wl=301&q=&c=-1&c=-1&c=1&c=-1&c=79&c=-1&c=-1; and quickly scan all the
words on the list to check if their answers were

Developing
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correct or not and move the words to the correct
category if any was placed in the wrong one.

During the Lesson
Working with the same group, Teacher asks ss to
open their Quizlet account and to create a new set
using the words in the vocabulary list previously
shared. Teacher explains that each term needs to
include the part of speech, the definition, a visual
aid, and a sentence or a short phrase using the term
in context. To work on definitions and parts of the

Formative

speech, Teacher suggests ss to use the online version

assessment

of Oxford Learner's’ Dictionary. Teacher monitors
the activity to verify that students get the appropriate
meaning and that the example evidence a correct use
in context.

Once the ss finished the set, Teacher asks ss to
cooperatively review and study it using the Learn
activity in Quizlet. Ss take turns to assess their
partners’ knowledge, practice, and study until all
members in the group master each one of the words
in the set.

Lesson Closing
T asks students to individually open the set in their
own computers and to click on the Match module in
Quizlet to practice the set. Teacher records the five
best scores on the board to motivate students to
continue practicing and beating their scores. Teacher
assesses students’ learning based on how quickly

Closing
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they complete the game, considering that each time
the game is played it displays different terms,
avoiding memorization to contaminate the scores.

Hook

T asks ss to try now the Gravity game to practice the
set and to assess their knowledge. Teacher motivates
students to reach at least level 5 of the game to be
able to close the game.

T writes five words on the board and asks ss to
individually write a sentence or a short phrase for

Initiating,

each of the terms; the student who completes the task
faster earns a point. Teacher repeats the activity until
a student gets three points.
Session 5: Education, Work, Art & Media
Time: 90 minutes

Lesson Opening
T divides the board into three different sections:
Education, Work, Art & Media and provides
students with markers. Teacher names three students
to go to board and asks them to write as many words
they remember on the assigned category in one
minute.

Teacher circles some of the words on the board and
asks students to write simple sentences or short
phrases on small cards using the words. Then,
teacher asks ss to exchange cards, to circle the target
word, and then to share with the class the meaning of
the word and the meaning of the sentence or phrase.

Developing
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Teacher asks students to individually go to
vocabulary Quizlet set they created in the last session
and click on the Spell activity. Ss use the app until
the progress bar reaches 100%.

During the Lesson
T asks students to choose one of the categories that
most likely attracts them: education, work, art &
media, Then, Teacher asks ss to make groups
keeping in mind that all members in the group have
chosen the same category. Teacher provides ss with
a set of short texts (see Appendix I) and asks
students to recognize and circle the words they have
learned during session 4 & 5.

T asks students to write the part of the speech of

Formative

each word that they circle next to it, and then

assessment

students share the words within their group and help
anyone who is having difficulties understanding any
word in the text.

Lesson Closing
T asks ss to individually read the completed text to
have a general idea of it, and then they share among
their group what they understood from the text using
simple and basic language. Teacher informally
assesses students’ understanding of the text;
grammar or structure is not considered - if ss have
some difficulties expressing, Teacher will allow ss to
use L1.

Closing
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Teacher creates a Live Game in Quizlet using the
vocabulary set which has been studied during the
sessions and asks ss to join using the game code. Ss
sit together in groups considering the one which the
game randomly assigned them. Teacher starts the
game and students need to read the descriptions on
their phone and to quickly look for the answer. If
students make a mistake, they need to start the game

Hook

again. It finishes when a group gets all the answers
correct.

Session 6: Describing things
Time: 90 minutes

Lesson Opening
T brings to class some school or office supplies,
toys, or fruits, and asks ss to describe them. Teacher

Initiating,

asks questions like: what color is it? is it big or
small? long or short? good or bad? is it new? is it
beautiful?, etc. While students are giving some
words to describe the objects, Teacher is writing
them on the board.

T asks students to try to add more words that allow
people to describe objects to the list on the board.

T asks students to go to
http://vocabulary.englishprofile.org/dictionary/search
/uk/?pageSize=40&wl=301&q=&c=-1&c=-1&c=1&c=-1&c=85&c=-1&c=-1 and quickly scan all the

Developing
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words on the list to check how many of the words
they have mentioned are in the Cambridge list and
quickly discuss with classmates around the ones that
are new for them.
During the Lesson
T writes on the board 6 different adjectives and asks
students to choose the one that best describe him/her.
Ss stand up and start asking in the class, who is …
(the adjective they chose)? .e.g. Who is intelligent?
and then, they will make a group with 5 people with
the same adjective.

T asks ss to open their Quizlet account and to create
a new set using the words in vocabulary list
previously shared. Teacher explains that each term
needs to include the part of speech, the definition, a
visual aid, and a sentence or a short phrase using the
term in context. To work on definition and part of
the speech, Teacher suggests that ss use the online
version of Oxford Learner's’ Dictionary. Teacher

Formative

monitors the activity to verify that students get the

assessment

appropriate meaning and that the example evidences
a correct use of the terms in context.

Once the ss finished the set, teacher asks them to
cooperatively review and study it using the Learn
activity in Quizlet. Ss take turns to assess their
partners’ knowledge, practice, and study until all
members in the group master each one of the words
in set.

Formative
assessment
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Lesson Closing
Teacher asks students to individually open the set in
their own computers and to click on the Match
module in Quizlet to practice the set. Teacher
records the five best scores on the board to motivate
students to continue practicing and beating their
scores. Teacher assesses students’ learning based on
how quickly they complete the game, considering
that each time the game is played it displays different
terms, avoiding memorization to contaminate the
scores.

T asks ss to try now the Gravity game to practice the
set and to assess their knowledge. Teacher motivates
students to reach at least level 5 of the game to be
able to close the game.

Teacher puts on the desk the objects presented at the
beginning of the session and asks ss to draw one of

Hook

them on a piece of paper. After drawing, teacher asks
ss to write words that describe their drawings.
Finally, teacher asks ss to present their drawings to
the people in their groups using simple sentences
with the verb to be, e.g. The pen is blue. The pen is
short. The pen is small. The pen is good, etc.

Session 7: Describing things
Time: 90 minutes

Lesson Opening

Initiating,
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Quick write! Teacher asks ss to write as many words
as they remember from the last session in 25
seconds, and then asks ss to share with the class the
words that each one wrote.

Teacher writes some short descriptive sentences on

Developing,

the board such as an apple is green and small, then,
teacher asks ss to draw the objects according to the
description and finally to share with the class.

T asks students to individually go to the vocabulary
Quizlet set they created in the last session and click
on the Spell activity. Ss use the app until the progress
bar reaches 100%.

Formative
assessment

During the Lesson
Teacher provides ss with short texts (see Appendix J)
related to simple description sentences and asks
students to recognize and circle the words they have
learned during session 6 & 7.

T asks students to write the part of speech of each

Review &

word that they circle next to it, and then students

Closing

share the words with a partner.

Lesson Closing
T asks ss to individually read the completed text to
have a general idea of it, and to make a drawing with
the information that the text provides. Teacher
informally assesses students’ understanding of the
text considering their drawing.
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T creates a Live Game in Quizlet using the
vocabulary set which has been studied during the
sessions and asks ss to join using the game code. Ss
sit together in groups considering the one which the
game randomly assigned them. Teacher starts the
game and students need to read the descriptions on

Hook

their phone and to quickly look for the answer. If
students make a mistake, they need to start the game
again. It finishes when a group get all the answers
correct.

Week 3
Session 8: People’s appearance, personality and
relationship, and actions
Time: 90 minutes

Lesson Opening
T asks ss to describe themselves in one word, and to
say who is the most important person in their family.
Teacher allows L1 use if the students have some
difficulties with the words.

Collaborative Brainstorming! Teacher asks ss to
make groups of 5 people and provides each group
with a chart paper and a figure of a girl or a boy to
paste it in the middle of the chart paper. Then,
Teacher asks ss to write as many words they know
that describe that person considering appearance,
personality, and family relationship. Finally, students
share their posters with the class.

Initiating
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T asks students to go to
http://vocabulary.englishprofile.org/dictionary/search
/uk/?pageSize=40&wl=301&q=&c=-1&c=-1&c=1&c=-1&c=91&c=-1&c=-1;
http://vocabulary.englishprofile.org/dictionary/search
/uk/?pageSize=40&wl=301&q=&c=-1&c=-1&c=1&c=-1&c=92&c=-1&c=-1;

Developing

http://vocabulary.englishprofile.org/dictionary/search
/uk/?pageSize=40&wl=301&q=&c=-1&c=-1&c=1&c=-1&c=93&c=-1&c=-1;
http://vocabulary.englishprofile.org/dictionary/search
/uk/?pageSize=40&wl=301&q=&c=-1&c=-1&c=1&c=-1&c=90&c=-1&c=-1; quickly scan all the
words in the list, and to add words in their posters,
considering the ones they know.

During the Lesson
Working with the same group, Teacher asks ss to
open their Quizlet account and to create a new set
using the words in the vocabulary list previously
shared. Teacher explains that each term needs to
include the part of speech, the definition, a visual

Formative

aid, and a sentence or a short phrase using the term

assessment

in context. To work on definitions and parts of the
speech, Teacher suggests ss to use the online version
of Oxford Learner's’ Dictionary. Teacher monitors
the activity to verify that students get the appropriate
meaning and that the example evidences a correct
use in context.

QUIZLET TO ENHANCE READING COMPREHENSION
Once the ss finished the set, Teacher asks ss to
cooperatively review and study it using the Learn
activity in Quizlet. Ss take turns to assess their
partners’ knowledge, practice, and study until all
members in the group master each one of the words
in the set.

Closing

Lesson Closing
T asks students to individually open the set in their
own computers and to click on the Match module in
Quizlet to practice the set. Teacher records the five
best scores on the board to motivate students to
continue practicing and beating their scores. Teacher
assesses students’ learning based on how quickly
they complete the game, considering that each time
the game is played it displays different terms,
avoiding memorization to contaminate the scores.

Hook

T asks ss to try now the Gravity game to practice the
set and to assess their knowledge. Teacher motivates
students to reach at least level 5 of the game to be
able to close the game.

Initiating

T asks students to use the words on their poster to
make short sentences or phrases and to provide a
simple description of the person to the class, e.g.
This boy is funny. This boy is short. This boy is my
father, etc.
Session 9: People’s appearance, personality and
relationship, and actions
Time: 90 minutes

Developing

QUIZLET TO ENHANCE READING COMPREHENSION

Lesson Opening
T asks some ss to stand up in front of the class, one
by one, and asks the class to speak-out adjectives
that describe the person standing up in front of the
class.

T asks students to individually go to vocabulary

Formative

Quizlet set they created in the last session and click

assessment

on the Spell activity. Ss use the app until the progress
bar reaches a 100%.

During the Lesson
T provides ss some short texts (see Appendix K)
related to simple description sentences and asks
students to recognize and circle the words they have

Closing

learned during session 8 & 9.

T asks students to write the part of the speech of
each word that they circle next to it, and then
students share the words with a partner.

Lesson Closing
T asks ss to individually read the completed text to
have a general idea of it, and to make a drawing with
the information the text provides. Teacher uses some
of the ss’ drawing and asks them to read and match
the drawings with the texts. Teacher informally
assesses ss understanding of the text considering
their drawing.

Hook

QUIZLET TO ENHANCE READING COMPREHENSION
T creates a Live Game in Quizlet using the
vocabulary set which has been studied during the
sessions and asks ss to join using the game code. Ss
sit together in groups considering the one which the
game randomly assigned them. Teacher starts the
game and students need to read the descriptions on
their phone and to quickly look for the answer. If

Initiating

students make a mistake, they need to start the game
again. It finishes when a group get all the answers
correct.

Session 10: Animals, food & drinks, home &
building
Time: 90 minutes

Lesson Opening
T asks ss questions like, what do you have for
breakfast every day? Do you have/have you had
pets? what rooms do you have in your house?
Teacher encourages ss to answer the questions using
their L1 and asks the class Does anyone know this
word in English? considering key vocabulary that
will be studied during this session.
Developing
T divides the board into three different sections:
Animals, Food & Drinks, Home & Building, and
provides students with markers. Teacher names three
students to go to board and ask them to write as
many words they know on the assigned category in
twenty-seconds.

QUIZLET TO ENHANCE READING COMPREHENSION
Teacher asks students to go to
http://vocabulary.englishprofile.org/dictionary/search
/uk/?c=83&c=301&c=301&c=301&c=301&pageSiz
e=40&q=&wl=301&p=1 and to quickly scan all the
words on the list to compare with the ones they have
on the board.

During the Lesson
Teacher assigns ss a number from 1 to 5 and then
asks all students with same number to make a group.
Ss open their account in Quizlet and create a new set

Formative

using the words in vocabulary list previously shared.

assessment

Teacher explains that each term needs to include the
part of the speech, the definition, a visual aid, and a
sentence or a short phrase using the term in context.
To work on definitions and parts of the speech,
Teacher suggests that ss use the online version of
Oxford Learner's’ Dictionary. Teacher monitors the
activity to verify that students get the appropriate
meaning and that the example evidences a correct
use in context.

Formative
assessment

Once the ss finished the set, Teacher asks ss to
cooperatively review and study it using the Learn
activity in Quizlet. Ss take turns to assess their
partners’ knowledge, practice, and study until all
members in the group master each one of the words
in the set.

Lesson Closing

Closing

QUIZLET TO ENHANCE READING COMPREHENSION
T asks students to individually open the set in their
own computers and to click on the Match module in
Quizlet to practice the set. Teacher records the five
best scores on the board to motivate students to
continue practicing and beating their scores. Teacher
assesses students’ learning based on how quickly
they complete the game, considering that each time
the game is played it displays different terms,
avoiding memorization to contaminate the scores.

T asks ss to try now the Gravity game to practice the
set and to assess their knowledge. Teacher motivates

Hook

students to reach at least level 5 of the game to be
able to close the game.

Teacher uses some handouts activities that allow
students to organize a group of words in their
corresponding category: animals, food, drinks, home
rooms, and then compare their answer orally with
their partner confirming that they know the meaning
of each word in their L1

Whole class discussion. Teacher asks ss to mention
the new words they have learned during the session
and in some cases asks them to orally provide short
sentences or simple phrases using specific words.

Session 11: Animals, food & drinks, home &
building
Time: 90 minutes

Initiating

QUIZLET TO ENHANCE READING COMPREHENSION
Lesson Opening
Quick write! Teacher asks ss to write as many words

Developing

as they remember from a specific topic
(communication, describing things, animals, food
and drinks, people’s action, relationship, people's
appearance, personality, education) in one minute,
the student who writes more words earns a point; the
activity finishes when a student gets three points.

Teacher presents on the board some short texts and
asks students to recognize the words studied in the
last session, then asks students to explain what the
main message conveys; teacher tells ss that L1 is
accepted.

Teacher asks students to individually go to
vocabulary Quizlet set they created in the last session
and click on the Spell activity. Ss use the app until
the progress bar reaches 100%.

During the Lesson
T asks ss to complete a single three-questions
questionnaire: what's’ your favorite animal? What is

Formative

your favorite food? Do you like audios, drawing, or

assessment

writing? Teacher uses this information to join
students in 6 groups of 5 people. Then, Teacher
provides each group with a set of short texts (see
Appendix L) and asks ss to recognize and circle the
words they have learned during session 10 & 11.
Closing

QUIZLET TO ENHANCE READING COMPREHENSION
T asks students to write the part of speech of each
word that they circle next to it, and then students
share the words within their group and help anyone
who is having difficulties understanding any word in
the text.

T asks ss to individually read the completed text to
have a general idea of it, and then they share among
their group what they understood from the text using
simple and basic language. Teacher informally
assesses students’ understanding of the text;
grammar or structure is not considered - if ss have
some difficulties expressing, Teacher will allow ss to
use L1.

Lesson Closing

Hook

T asks students to create a drawing, to write simple
and short sentences, or to talk about what the main
message conveys on the reading that Teacher
provided them to read. Ss are assessed based on the
evidence of their understanding; without taking into
account grammar, L1 use, or language structure.

T creates a Live Game in Quizlet using the
vocabulary set which has been studied during the
sessions and asks ss to join using the game code. Ss
sit together in groups considering the one which the
game randomly assigned them. Teacher starts the
game and students need to read the descriptions on
their phone and to quickly look for the answer. If
students make a mistake, they need to start the game

Initiating

QUIZLET TO ENHANCE READING COMPREHENSION
again. It finishes when a group get all the answers
correct.

Week 4
Session 12: Clothes, Shopping & Money; Sport &
Games; Travel
Time: 90 minutes

Lesson Opening
T challenges ss to describe the clothes they are
wearing using English without looking at a
dictionary, internet or asking friends. After some
tries, Teacher allows ss to use L1 to describe their
clothes. Teacher also asks ss some questions about
travel, favorite games and sport. Teacher records
some of the words ss say on the board.

T asks students to go to
http://vocabulary.englishprofile.org/dictionary/search
/uk/?pageSize=40&wl=301&q=&c=-1&c=-1&c=1&c=-1&c=82&c=-1&c=-1;
http://vocabulary.englishprofile.org/dictionary/search
/uk/?pageSize=40&wl=301&q=&c=-1&c=-1&c=1&c=-1&c=94&c=-1&c=-1;
http://vocabulary.englishprofile.org/dictionary/search
/uk/?pageSize=40&wl=301&q=&c=-1&c=-1&c=1&c=-1&c=88&c=-1&c=-1;
http://vocabulary.englishprofile.org/dictionary/search
/uk/?pageSize=40&wl=301&q=&c=-1&c=-1&c=1&c=-1&c=95&c=-1&c=-1;
http://vocabulary.englishprofile.org/dictionary/search

Developing

QUIZLET TO ENHANCE READING COMPREHENSION
/uk/?pageSize=40&wl=301&q=&c=-1&c=-1&c=1&c=-1&c=97&c=-1&c=-1, quickly scan all the
words on the lists to check how many of the words
they have mentioned are in the Cambridge list and to
discuss with classmates about the ones that are new
for them.

During the Lesson
T asks students to choose a card from a set which
contains clothes, sports, and transportation means
figures. Teacher asks ss to join in groups according
to categories of the cards they have chosen, e.g. if a
student has a t-shirt he will look for ss who also have
a clothes item like a skirt.

T asks ss to open their Quizlet account and to create
a new set using the words in vocabulary list

Formative

previously shared. Teacher explains that each term

assessment

needs to include the part of speech, the definition, a
visual aid, and a sentence or a short phrase using the
term in context. To work on definition and part of
the speech, Teacher suggests that ss use the online
version of Oxford Learner's’ Dictionary. Teacher
monitors the activity to verify that students get the
appropriate meaning and that the examples express a
correct use in context.

Once ss finished the set, Teacher asks ss to
cooperatively review and study it using the Learn
activity in Quizlet. Ss take turns to assess their
partners’ knowledge, practice, and study until all

QUIZLET TO ENHANCE READING COMPREHENSION
members in the group master each one of the words
in the set.

Lesson Closing
T asks students to individually open the set in their
own computers and to click on the Match module in
Quizlet to practice the set. Teacher records the five
best scores on the board to motivate students to
continue practicing and beating their scores. Teacher

Hook

assesses students’ learning based on how quickly
they complete the game, considering that each time
the game is played it displays different terms,
avoiding memorization to contaminate the scores.

T asks ss to try now the Gravity game to practice the
set and to assess their knowledge. Teacher motivates
students to reach at least level 5 of the game to be
able to close the game.
Initiating
T plays the videos:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q-1tfWzHgOA,
and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FN0vldOgqEQ,
and asks ss to write down all the words that they
know from the video. Ss share the words they have
caught from the video with the members of their
group. Ss check all the words they have and discuss
to decide what the main message conveyed in the
video is. Finally, they share their ideas with the
class; they need to share the words they have

Developing

QUIZLET TO ENHANCE READING COMPREHENSION
understood and the main idea. Ss are allowed to use
L1 if it is very necessary.

Session 13: Clothes, Shopping & Money; Sport &
Games; Travel
Time: 90 minutes

Lesson Opening

Formative

Group brainstorming! Teacher asks ss to call out

assessment

words they remember from last session while
Teacher writes them on the board. Then, Teacher
asks student to organize the words into categories
such as: clothes, shopping and money, sports and
games, and travel.
Closing
T writes some short simple sentences on the board
and asks students to say in which category they
would place that sentence.

Teacher asks students to individually go to the
vocabulary Quizlet set they created in the last session
and click on the Spell activity. Ss use the app until
the progress bar reaches 100%.

During the Lesson
T provides ss some short texts (see Appendix M)
related to simple description sentences and asks
students to recognize and circle the words they have
learned during session 12 & 13.

Initiating

QUIZLET TO ENHANCE READING COMPREHENSION
T asks students to write the part of the speech of
each word that they circle next to it, and then
students share the words with a partner.
Developing

Lesson Closing
T asks ss to individually read the completed text to
have a general idea of it, and to make a drawing with
the information that the text provides. Teacher
informally assesses students’ understanding of the
text considering their drawing.

T creates a Live Game in Quizlet using the

Summative

vocabulary set which has been studied during the

assessment

sessions and asks ss to join using the game code. Ss
sit together in groups considering the one which the
game randomly assigned them. Teacher starts the
game and students need to read the descriptions on
their phone and to quickly look for the answer. If
students make a mistake, they need to start the game
again. It finishes when a group get all the answers
correct.

Session 14: Summative Assessment
Time: 90 minutes

Lesson Opening
T asks students to write on a small card three of the
readings that he/she liked the most from the whole
readings revised during the course. Teacher uses this

QUIZLET TO ENHANCE READING COMPREHENSION
information to group ss considering that in each
group ss differ in the reading they prefer.

During the Lesson
Each ss takes the time to review the information on
the readings he/she has chosen and prepares some
resources and notes to share information.

Lesson Closing
Reading Club! Students join in groups and every
student presents the reading he/she has prepared

T monitors the activity and takes turns to sit and
listen in different groups while grading students’
presentations
Post Test Vocabulary (see Appendix C)
Post Test Reading Comprehension (see Appendix
E)
Time: 90 minutes

Survey (see Appendix F)
Time: 20 minutes
Learning process: A = Acquisition, M = Meaning Making, Teacher = Transfer
Intention: Hook, formative assessment, initiating, developing, review, closure, research,
other.
Indicate Week 1, 2, etc. and number of hours.
VI. On-going Self-Assessment

QUIZLET TO ENHANCE READING COMPREHENSION
As I reflect on student learning, what will I do if my plan is not yielding my expected
results?
I will take some time to assess the weaknesses, limitations, and positive aspects of the
activities I applied, and try to re-design my instruction to be more engaging and
meaningful for students; within this process I will consider the activities which were
harder for students to complete and the ones that were very engaging. I will also talk to
my students so they can give me some ideas on what activities they would like to include
or avoid doing.

QUIZLET TO ENHANCE READING COMPREHENSION
Appendix H
Lesson Plan Resources-Reading Passages - Week 1 - Session 3

In the Frame (Sweetnam, 2009).

The Umbrella (Harris, 2010).

The Umbrella. (Harris, 2010).

In the Frame (Sweetnam, 2009).
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Appendix I
Lesson Plan Resources-Reading Passages - Week 2 - Session 5

All things Topics (Jobs & Work, n.d.)

My Classroom (ISL Collective, n.d.)
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Appendix J
Lesson Plan Resources-Reading Passages - Week 2 - Session 7

The Magic Barber (Milne, 2010).

Blue Fins (Axten, 2011).

QUIZLET TO ENHANCE READING COMPREHENSION
Appendix K
Lesson Plan Resources-Reading Passages - Week 3 - Session 9

The Magic Barber (Milne, 2010).

The Well (Harris, 2010).
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Alissa (Moore, 2012)

QUIZLET TO ENHANCE READING COMPREHENSION
Appendix L
Lesson Plan Resources-Reading Passages - Week 3 - Session 11

QUIZLET TO ENHANCE READING COMPREHENSION
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Ski Race (Jupp, 2012).

QUIZLET TO ENHANCE READING COMPREHENSION
Appendix M
Lesson Plan Resources-Reading Passages - Week 4 - Session 13

The Umbrella (Harris, 2010).

Ski Race (Jupp, 2012).

QUIZLET TO ENHANCE READING COMPREHENSION

In the Frame (Sweetnam, 2009).

